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 wav, pad, synth and voice files. Or unlock new paths with your creativity as you explore with MIDI files. Every preset is a new
journey and an introduction to a new sound world. Unlock your creativity with rich timbres and play with waveforms to shape
and explore the sound in your head. Unlock the potential of your creative engine with presets, patches, and MIDI files. Deep

Pianos is a useful companion to your DAW. It lets you practice and explore the sounds of deep pianos, with a sound library of
64 and 128-note keyboard sounds for your computer or iPad, and its companion app Deep Pianos Music Keys. CONTROL the
global piano with fingertip gestures. Creative exploration is at the heart of Deep Pianos. Each preset comes with a set of MIDI
and WAV files for you to experiment. The flexibility of Deep Pianos means you can configure each preset to create anything
from the infinite possibilities of the deep piano. PERSONALISE Deep Pianos with custom presets and with the Sound Editor,
edit the sounds to your heart’s desire. Releases for iPad (iPad & iPhone) Deep Pianos – “Deep” “Deep” Includes everything in

“Deep Pianos” except for the app, plus new 64 deep piano presets, and 128-note keyboard. A natural extension of the Deep
Pianos series, this app brings together the original Deep Pianos’ 64 presets and 64 new presets, as well as 128 note keyboard for
iPad and iPhone. Premium Version Includes: 64 new presets 128 note keyboard A natural extension of the Deep Pianos series,

this app brings together the original Deep Pianos’ 64 presets and 64 new presets, as well as 128 note keyboard for iPad and
iPhone. Add to Cart $9.99 Over 25 reviews "This is the best piano app for iPad, by far. The best part about it is that it is

completely free. " “Really awesome, my favorite new keyboard for the iPad.” “All-in-one deep piano, and something I actually
wanted!” “Awesome keys on both sides, and I have a good hardcase for my iPad, so it fits well.” � 82157476af
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